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ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose an approach to identify the driving environment for intelligent highway vehiclesby means of image processing and computer vision techniques. The proposed approach mainly consists of twoconsecutive computational steps. The first step is the lane marking detection, which is used to identify the location of thehost vehicle and road geometry. In this step, related standard image processing techniques are adapted for lane-relatedinformation. In the second step, by using the output from the first step, a four-stage algorithm for vehicle detection isproposed to provide information on the relative position and speed between the host vehicle and each preceding vehicle.The proposed approach has been validated in several real-world scenarios. Herein, experimental results indicate low falsealarm and low false dismissal and have demonstrated the robustness of the proposed detection approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation plays an important role in modern society.In the field of the Advanced Vehicle Control and SafetySystems (AVCSS), a subsystem of the Intelligent Trans-portation System (ITS), many efforts have been devotedto preventing accidents by using computer vision techni-ques (Srinivasa, 2002; Chang et al., 2003; Fang, 2003;Yen, 2003). As a result, computer vision can be used as atool to assist the driver in identifying the driving environ-ment around the host vehicle. Therefore, developing lanemarking detection and multiple vehicle detection techni-ques on a vehicle can provide more information for adriver assistance system, autonomous highway vehiclesystem, or even collision warning system for decision-making.For the purpose of identifying the driving environ-ment, it is necessary to first know the precise position ofthe host vehicle moving on the highway by means of avision-based lane marking detection system. The three-dimensional geometry and the road layout can be easilymodeled. Previously, several research projects have beendone in this area (Bertozzi et al., 2002; Jeong et al., 2001;Bertozzi and Broggi, 1998; Park et al., 2003; Yi et al.,

2005; Yi and Lee, 2005). Meanwhile, the vehicle detec-tion procedure not only detects the number of vehiclesahead but also acquires the relative position and speed ofthe preceding vehicle. In several research projects (Parket al., 2003; Tzomakas and von Seelen, 1998; Betke etal., 2000; van Leeuwen, and Groen, 2005), the authorshave employed complex algorithms to comply with theobjectives of driving environment identification.In this paper, the lane marking detection (in Section II)and the multiple vehicle detection (in Section III) areintegrated in the framework discussed in the paper, withdifferent image processing techniques proposed to detecttarget objects in these two areas. Previously, manyresearchers have focused on the lane marking detectionand only a few on multiple vehicle detection. In thispaper, the first step, that of the lane marking detection, isconsidered as a pre-processing step for the multiplevehicle detection. That is, the real-time informationobtained in the lane marking detection is fed into themultiple vehicle detection system. In the multiple vehicledetection, a four-stage procedure is developed to identifycorrectly and robustly the moving objects (i.e., othervehicles) in front of the host vehicle. For experimental tests, in order to collect in real-timethe situation in front of the host vehicle, a CCD camera isinstalled on top of the central dashboard. All the input*Corresponding author. e-mail: fengli@ntu.edu.tw
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data and computerized modules are processed in astandard computer system. Moreover, the method propo-sed can complement any safety decision-making systems,such as lane departure systems or collision warningsystems, or simply provide the driver with instantaneousand correct information.
2. LANE MARKING DETECTION
In designing an automated driving environment in anintelligent highway system, the first task is to identify thegeometric location of the host vehicle and its relativeposition with respect to other vehicles or objects alongthe highway. One way to determine the location of thehost vehicle is to identify the relative position betweenthe host vehicle and the lane markings. By continuouslyidentifying this relative position, the trajectory of the hostvehicle and other related state variables can be construct-ed or estimated.
2.1. Defining a Searching RangeA single image taken by the camera contains too muchinformation. If the image sequence is processed directlyin real time, the accuracy and efficiency requirementswill not be satisfied. Hence, it is impossible for a com-putational unit to process all the images simultaneously.To overcome this drawback, a searching region of theoriginal image, called region of interest (ROI) (Jeong etal., 2001), is defined. The ROI is an adjustable rangedetermined according to the orientation of the cameramounted on the vehicle. All the image-processing techni-ques are then applied only within this ROI. One sampleimage with the search region, ROI, is shown in Figure 1.
2.2. Making Discrete Lane Markings ContinuousAfter defining a searching region, the lane markings areidentified by the image processing technique. However,the lane markings are discrete in nature; hence, for thepurpose of generating one continuous vehicle trajectory,these lane markings should be further processed to form a

continuous lane marking. Referring to a lane detectionmethod proposed by Fang (2003), the technique used inthe study is first to analyze the position of the possiblediscrete lane markings distributed all over the ROI. Thehigh-color image H(t) and low-color image L(t) of anythree consecutive images along the ROI are computedand illustrated in Figure 2.The proposed high-color image and low-color imageare defined by the following equations:
(1)
(2)

where

t denotes the time when the system captures the image. iand j denote the pixel coordinates (i, j) on the capturedimage. , and , ,, respectively, are the maximum and minimumvalues of the red, green, and blue colors of the threeconsecutive images at coordinates (i, j).Continuation of the discrete lane markings is achievedby differentiating between the pairs of the images, theaccumulated high-color and low-color images. Aftersegmentation, the continuous lane markings are moreobvious. The segmentation method will be elaborated inSection 2.3. 
2.3. SegmentationIn order to segment the lane and road, a technique called
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Figure 1. Sample ROI in one grabbed image.

Figure 2. The Continuation of discrete lane markings.
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P-tile (Blackman, 1986) is used to determine a suitablethreshold value for the lane markings. The threshold valueis the mean value after adding one standard deviation ofthe difference image. Hence, if a normal distribution isassumed, the 67th-percentile value in the gray-levelhistogram of the ROI is used as the threshold. Figure 3illustrates the gray-level histogram of the differenceimage in the ROI as shown in Figure 2. A threshold valueof 53 is determined by the P-tile method. After the seg-mentation process, noisy images could appear in thesearching region and might affect the correctness ofrecognizing lane markings. The noisy images could befurther removed by the standard opening operation (Jainet al., 1995).
2.4. Line FittingThe equations of the two lines, Lr and Ll, shown in Figure4, near the host vehicle can then be determined by theinformation obtained in the segmentation step. Theequations are used to find the position of the geographicalvanishing point. The equation of the central line, Lc,shown in Figure 4, is set as the starting point for everyhorizontal image. The image is scanned both to the leftand to the right as far as the possible locations of the leftand right lane markings, respectively, within the ROI.After marking the coordinates of the left and right lines,the least-squares method is used to construct linearmodels for the right- and left-line markings. That is, theleast-squares method (Shapiro and Stockman, 2001) isused to fit a linear model, L(x)=ax+b. The two linear

equations for Lr and Ll could then be determined by usingthe information of the left- and right-line coordinates.
2.5. Building the Environment for the Host VehicleFrom the equations of these two lines, their intersectionpoint, V, also called the vanishing point, can be deter-mined. Theoretically, extending all the lines on the high-way will pass through the vanishing point. In the study,the widths of all the lanes on the highway are assumed tobe the same, as shown in Figure 4. The information in thepoint V, line Ll, and line Lr can be used to find the width,Rw. Furthermore, the equations of all other nearby linemarkings can be determined by extending Ll and Lr, asshown in Figure 4. Therefore, the geometry of the hostvehicle environment can be built completely. Moreover,there are several important positions as shown in Figure 4and described as follows. P is the central position of thehost vehicle, Pc is the central position of the lane, Pl andPr are the closest positions between the host vehicle andthe two lines, and Lc is the equation representing thecentral line of the lane.
2.6. Identification of the Lateral Distance and Speed ofthe Host VehicleAfter the host vehicle environment is built, the relation-ship between the host vehicle position and the center ofthe lane can be measured by calculating the deviationbetween the center points P and Pc. The lateral displace-ment and speed relative to the central line can be furthercomputed. On the other hand, due to the dynamic move-ment of the host vehicle, unpredictable vibrations mightintroduce further uncertainty into the identification of thelateral displacement and speed. To resolve this situation,an #-$ filter (Blackman, 1986) is adopted to predict thelateral distance and speed for the next instant. This can beused to decrease the unstable phenomena which arecaused by the vehicle vibration and to smooth the mea-sured information. The equation of the #-$ filter forpredicting information is described as follows:

(3)
(4)
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Figure 3. P-tile method.

Figure 4. The geometric diagram of the host vehicleenvironment. Figure 5. The lateral displacement and speed to thecentral line of the host lane.
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(5)
where  is the observed relative distance at the kthscan,  is the predicted relative distance at the kthscan,  is the smoothed relative distance at the kthscan,  is the smoothed relative velocity at the kthscan, T is the sampling interval, qd is the number of scanssince the last measurement, and #d and $d are the filtercoefficients. Figure 5 illustrates the lateral displacement(left) and speed (right) estimated by the #-$ filter wherethe host vehicle executes a lane change maneuver at the240th step.
3. MULTIPLE VEHICLE DETECTION
In this section, we discuss the procedure of detectingmultiple vehicles in front of the host vehicle. The goal isto identify the total number of vehicles in front of the hostvehicle and the relative distance and speed of the vehicleswith respect to the host vehicle. The proposed procedureshould first utilize the lane information obtained by thelane marking detection procedure discussed in previoussection, and then apply a heuristic approach to avoidunexpected false alarms in the image-processing part. Aflowchart of the multiple vehicle detection procedure isshown in Figure 6. Each step is detailed below. 

3.1. Pre-processing StepThe raw images captured by the camera usually containundesired noisy information. Hence, it is necessary topreprocess the images by applying a Gaussian filter toreduce the influence of undesired factors on the inputimages. The Sobel filter is then utilized to extract thehorizontal edge of the features or objects on the images(Shapiro and Stockman, 2001). The outcome of the Sobelfilter with a low threshold value forms a binary “HorizontalEdge Map” where the locations of any horizontal linescan be identified by the algorithms in next subsection.
3.2. Primary Search StepIn order to increase the processing efficiency and speed,possible locations of the vehicles in front of the hostvehicle are first determined by identifying regions ofpossible shadows underneath the vehicles (Tzomakas andVon Seelen, 1998; Van Leeuwen, and Groen, 2005). Theshape of the shadows can be assumed to be the lines per-pendicular to the lane markers. Since the image viewedfrom the host vehicle is centered in the driving lane, theseshadow lines are considered to be horizontal lines on theimage. By using the lane marking information and thevanishing point property mentioned in the previoussection, the image region to be processed is within thefree-driving space (van Leeuwen, and Groen, 2005), atriangular area formed from these two lane markings andthe bottom edge on the image. In order to segment theroad and shadow underneath the vehicles in the image, anupper bound on the threshold value for the shadowregions, Thshadow, should be decided first. The thresholdvalue is calculated based on statistics of the data withinthe free-driving space and the histogram of pixels withinthis region. The data is assumed to be Gaussian indistribution, with a mean ' and a variance (2. Further-more, due to the variation in illumination, the threshold ismodified by the following equation: Thshadow=' B*(,where B is the proposed brightness adjustment factor ('/(number of gray levels)). A sample input image is shownin Figure 7(a), where the dark triangular region is the so-called free-driving space. A histogram of the free-drivingspace is depicted in Figure 7(b). A dark map containingonly “0” and “1” can be further constructed, where “1”
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Figure 6. Flow chart of multiple vehicle detection. Figure 7. Free-driving-space.
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indicates the grey-level value of the pixel is below Thshadowand the pixel is regarded as shadow.By further analyzing the characteristics of the shadowunderneath the vehicle, it can be shown that the shadowis usually horizontal with a transition area from light todark when scanning the image bottom-up. The horizontaledge map and dark map are fused together by the “AND”operation to generate a new image containing sparsebinary horizontal lines that are the possible locations ofshadows underneath moving vehicles (Tzomakas andvon Seelen, 1998). The dots generated by undesired noiseare eliminated by some binary image-processing techni-ques, e.g. “opening”. Note that all image-processing stepsare done below the horizontal and across the vanishingpoint. This can further reduce the computational com-plexity of post-processing steps. One example output ofthese operations is shown in Figure 8(a).After all possible vehicle locations are identified, arectangular region containing one vehicle can be con-structed as shown in Figures 8(b) and 8(c). This region ofimage will be further processed by the refined searchtechnique discussed in next section to find the contour ofthe vehicle. Since all the vehicles in the image sequenceare moving to the Focus of Expansion, or FOE, the sizeof each outer rectangular region is defined based both onthe geometric location of the shadow line underneath thepossible vehicle in the image plane and on the laneparameters corresponding to the real world. The regionpossibly containing one vehicle is called a “template” andis used for vehicle tracking tasks in the future.
3.3. Refined Search StepFocusing on the possible locations of the vehicles, thenext objective is to generate a refined contour inside theaforementioned rectangular region, namely a template,

which possibly contains a vehicle. It is assumed that mostvehicles in the highway have similar rectangular shapesfrom the perspective of the host vehicle. Hence, the Sobeledge detector is used to find both the horizontal andvertical edges. As illustrated in Figure 9, two histogramsare computed by tallying the number of edges corre-sponding to the vertical and horizontal edges, respectively.The process of searching for the edges begins at eitherside of the template and progresses to the middle with thegoal of selecting those larger projection values thatindicate the boundary of a potential vehicle. The schemesare described as follows.• For the left boundary of the potential vehicle, searchfrom the left to the middle of template and select theprojection values above the threshold,
(6)

• For the right boundary of the potential vehicle, searchfrom the right to the middle of template and select the

Thleft=12---max HistogramV_edge i! "|1 i n2---* *   

Figure 8. Identification of possible locations of vehicles. Figure 9. Result of the edge detection.

Figure 10. Result of the refined search step.
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projection values above the threshold,
(7)

• For the upper boundary of the potential vehicle,search from the top to the middle of template and selectthe projection values above the threshold,
(8)

• For the lower boundary of the potential vehicle, usethe original information obtained from the result in theprimary search step.Finally, the position range of the potential vehicle canbe determined as shown in Figure 10.
3.4. Verification StepTo ensure the robustness of the overall processing system,it is important to further verify that the template actuallycontains a vehicle after the contour of the potential vehicleis decided. The parameters used for the verification aredescribed as follows.• Aspect ratio: Depending on the configuration of thecamera, a threshold is defined for the aspect ratio (theratio of the width to the height of the inner enclosingrectangle);• Texture: According to information theory, entropy isused as a measure to estimate uncertainty, so as to checkwhether a vehicle is contained in the enclosed rectangle.If the rectangle contains no vehicle, it contains littleinformation and the entropy is low. The entropy is deter-mined by the following formula (Jain et al., 1995):

(9)
where  is a probability of the jth graylevel ofhistogram a and J=255 is the gray scale.• Symmetry: The symmetry property of regular vehiclesis computed by evaluating the difference between the

right- and left-half of the inner, enclosing rectangle.
3.5. Construction of Driving EnvironmentAfter successfully detecting all the vehicles in front of thehost vehicle and with exact calibration performed inadvance, the relative position (Dx and Dz) can be calcu-lated based on the information obtained by the lane geo-metry and the vision system. Furthermore, the position ofthe host vehicle within the host can be also determined,as shown in Figure 11. Finally, the driving environmentof the host vehicle can be completely constructed.
3.6. Experimental ResultsAs shown in Figure 12, the input image sequences arecaptured by a CCD camera mounted behind the wind-shield and transferred to a laptop computer at a rate of 30frames per second. The system is equipped with IntelPentium Duo 1.66 GHz CPU and 1GB RAM through aUSB port. This system is developed by the Borland® C++Builder based on the Microsoft® Windows operatingsystem.The vehicle detection algorithm has been tested inseveral scenarios of video clips captured in daytime.Without any optimization for the system, lane markingdetection can be performed in real-time (30 frames persecond). Lane marking detection combined with multiplevehicle detection can be processed at the rate of 20frames per second, on average. As shown in Table 1, themethod is evaluated by statistics of the error rate. Herein,the error rate consists of the false alarm rate and the falsedismissal rate. Of course, the error rate is proportional tothe number of vehicles appearing in the image sequences.Generally speaking, the distance information becomesmore important when the host vehicle approaches thepreceding vehicle. That is, the importance of short-rangedetection is more significant than that of long-rangedetection. In this study, two performance measures, falsealarms and false dismissals, are adopted to illustrate the
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Figure 11. Identification of driving environment.

Figure 12. Experimental setup.
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outcome of the proposed system. False alarm denotes thenumber (or ratio) of the vehicles which are incorrectlydetected by the system; false dismissal denotes the number(or ratio) of vehicles which are not correctly detected bythe system. As indicated in the first column of Table 1,the false-alarm rate, the vehicle detection algorithm per-forms well, with a low false-dismissal rate within shortrange compared with the long-range, shown in the secondcolumn. These errors mainly came from the vibrationcaused by the host vehicle driving on uneven roadwaysections. Furthermore, in terms of initializing a trackingprocess, the proposed algorithm causes few false alarmsthat would lead the system to spend meaningless timetracking non-vehicle targets.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first presented an effective approach todetect the lane markings correctly and to construct thedriving environment of the host vehicle by lane infor-mation. This information can be further processed toderive the driving trajectories of the host vehicle, whichcan be used to reflect the vehicle behavior or even thedriver’s behavior on the highway.As for the vehicle detection, we proposed a four-stepprocedure that effectively integrates lane information andvehicle parameters to minimize the computational com-plexity and to achieve high detection performance. Theexperimental results revealed that the average false-dismissal rate within a short range is lower than 2%.Moreover, the proposed method is suitable for identifyingthe environmental situation and complementing any for-ward-collision warning system or other safety decision-making systems.These procedures are summarized in the flowchartshown in Figure 6. Both the primary search stage and therefined search stage have improved performance com-pared with related research works in the literature (Srinivasa,

2002; van Leeuwen, and Groen, 2005). Technically speak-ing, these results show a better searching result in thefree-driving-space. Furthermore, at the refined searchstage, two-dimensional edge detection is applied andprovides better performance.In order to guarantee the performance and robustnessof the proposed approach, vehicle-tracking techniquesshould be included in the future post-processing steps.Moreover, these proposed algorithms should be integ-rated with vehicular and environmental monitoring aswell as automatic driving systems to achieve the ultimategoal of fully-autonomous highway systems. To improvethe processing capability, all the proposed algorithmsshould be implemented in real-time processing hardware,such as the on-board system presented by Yi and Lee(2005).
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